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About This Game

The day that your city is attacked awakens in you a great power that can end the tyranny.

Dodge swarms of enemies and their attacks while destroying them with your mighty cannon.

Features

Modern HD graphics

Classic gameplay

Mechanic based levels

Weapon configurations

Local two player mode

To play in multiplayer mode is recomended to plug two joystocks or you can use one and the keyboard.
The keys for the second player are: WASD for movement and K,L to shot and use shields respectively.
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The new wind farm is pretty useful, if only it had been made available in the cold war.. 34 minutes played four years ago. Steam
will not give me my $20 because it was four years ago yet they still have the Abandonware for sale in early access with the last
update in 2014. If the game is still for sale I should at least get current sale price back. If you allow early access put in place a
system to protect us from abandonware.. It's good.
Not "insanely good" like a choice of robots, for example... but definitely good, and worth buying
Pro:
-The author really did some research into the traditional Chinese culture. Although sometimes I was forced to wiki what the
heck the character is wearing, it's very immersive
-Tropes of wuxia ("martial arts epic") genre are implemented carefully and elegantly. So even when you recognize them, you do
it with a smile, not frustration
-Don't want to spoiler anything, but some of the endings are just wonderful.
 Con:
-Romance options are... eh... well, I'd prefer none to the one written so blank.
-your base attributes are for 80% set in like the second choice... that is, before you start caring for answers
-I personally find the game a little too easy. Even when I was intentionally choosing dumbest variants I get one of the best
endings
... but this basically means that I replayed the game numerous times, which is more than I could say of many "chose your
adventure" stories, even one, that I generally liked. I got it for 30 cents, but i should probably get a refund. It's like a bad flash
game, except it isn't free.

Pros: It has cards.

Cons: Now I own it.
. Wow, I never expected this game to be any good. But it is. It's a puzzle platformer, but it actually manages to do something
new. You have to take pictures (with passwords, or to identity creatures for example), find items and hack stuff. And of course,
you have to run, jump and fly like prety much all platformers out there.
The animations are fluid and it looks pretty cool (but basic). The controls are terrible though, I can't get used to them. I keep
pressing them in random order to see what they do. I can't get the hang of it. Other than that, amazing little game.

[Rating: 72/100]. one of these days i'll stop blindly buying space games, losing out on money,and being depressed. OH WELL.
At one point, I screamed at the top of my lungs, stayed in a bit more, and then not only stopped the game, but took off the VR
headset entirely for a bit. I then checked my stats and realized that I'd only been in for 6 minutes This is fantastic, and WELL
worth the money!. pros

- good looking graphics and nice sea animations
- good voice acting
- dark atmosphere
- puzzles are mostly enjoyable. they are not so easy or difficult
- creepy cursed island setting and ghost story intriguing
- hidden object elements are fun.
- well made cut scenes
- there is auto save
- game is long
- there is extra chapter

cons

- there are some frustrating slider and trial\/error puzzles. fortunately you can skip if you don't want to solve them.
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- there is no travelling map
- hint system not working the way \u0131t's supposed to be
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this is an better and longer hog game than many hog games in Steam. i quite enjoyed and recommended!. There's quite a few
reviews that describe this game the same way. I think the primary reason behind that is The Legend of Dark Witch 2 is 100% an
homage, if not a 'love letter', to the Parodius and Megaman franchieses.

It starts with the base mechanics... You have in level upgrades that you can select as you accumulate 'Tres'. This is the
Gradius\/Parodius mechanic. A bar along the bottom of the screen grows as you kill enemies, the farther along the bar you are,
the more powerful (relatively) the upgrade is. You can activate the power-up at anytime with a button press (B on an XBox
controller). 100% the Parodius power-up system.

Each level has an end boss with a specific weapon that you learn once you beat them. To get to them it's a side scrolling, run and
gun platformer. You can play the levels, for the most part, in any order. This is 100% the Megaman modality.

The two styles mesh perfectly together. Playing through on Casual, the game was simple enough but it had sufficent challenge
and I'm looking forward to tackling the harder levels.

I do see this as more of a Parodius X Megaman than Gradius based on the beautiful, charasmatic and cartoony characters and
environments. Several of the stages are just full of detail and really harken back to the 32-Bit console days. TLoDW2 feels like
a Sega Saturn game.

Even better, the mechanics aren't limited to just choose your power-ups and choose your path. There is also a light RPG
mechanics where the Tres you accumulate is carried over. You can then exchange Tres, and the hidden Syega crystals, for
upgrades to your weapons and power-ups. I horded Tres probably a lot longer than I should, mostly just upgrading the increased
Tres drops by enemies (always take your XP multipliers when offered) and increased base damange. I strugged a bit on the final
boss until I really committed to increasing my overall health (which was a mistake to hold off on) and unlocking at least the
recovery magic item.

I was enjoying the game up until that point, but I realized I loved this title when presented with the new game plus and mini-
game options. For New Game+ you unlock the bonuses you want with another form of the Syega currency. Things like higher
jump, simplified blocking and increased health. Even better, you not only earn Syega by completing the game but by playing the
mini-games! Spending some time with the video poker mode, I was able to unlock more bonuses. And while it's just video
poker, I loved having a way to unlock power ups in a relaxed, low key manner.

Clearly a ton of thought and heart went into this game.
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Not as good at the first Shelter Soundtrack, but it's really nice and relaxing.. Hard to tell what the hell is going on. Weird design
choices and really badly made.

The same stuff that was bad in the web version is as bad or even worse. Enemies sometimes spawn way too far away from towns
or castles, sometimes you click on spells or even if you use hotkeys, they are immediately deselected. What fun if sometimes a
three star rating is ruined because that does not work.

There are no real improvements gameplay wise in this version, unless you consider "artstyle" to be important. The core
mechanics are WORSE than in the free flash version.

The game runs choppy in fullscreen and is definitely a downgrade from the free flash version widely available on the web. Just
try it yourself and you'll see.. Can I pay to get this off of my Games list?. Campaign was entertaining enough, took a bit over 9
hours to finish. Each game starts off fun, but quickly falls off toward the end.

Basically, you spend your time waiting for the computers to kill each other before swooping in for the finish. Or you end up in a
stalemate with the last computer, sitting on 1 or 2 islands each.

Computer buys a transport, attacks your main island. You buy a transport, retake your island. He buys another transport, retakes
your island.

So on and so forth (computers will literally do this forever because buying anything else will lose you the game at that point)

Game starts to feel really shallow, really fast.. not only do you kill commies, your name is dink macinko. only thing cooler than
that would be to finally have sex with a woman. kinda cute but its kinda stupid. Really really cool platforming puzzle game. I
would give five thumbs up If my character hadn't been torn into pieces just now.
If you have the guts to retry and retry and retry a level for the sake of finally beating it only to notice you did not get max star
rank and need to retry faster, then this game is a good choice for you.
Oh, and opposite to many other games on steam, the time leaderboards for each level are fair and not hacked to death.. Great
game. Lots of variations based on retro arcade games. Somewhere between Pang Adventures and The Bug Butcher. But find
that I'm playing this quite a bit. Started out a bit slow on the difficulty but ramped up nicely but at some points it almost feels
unfair and just luck that you can pass a level. Think that's one thing I might miss from Pang Adventures, there you seem to be
able to establish a pattern for a difficult level but here things fall out of the pattern based on background interaction and strategy
which is a bit more like bug butcher. Overall, I would definately recommend to anyone who likes Pang or Bug Butcher.
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